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Introduction
Be our partner in success



Dear valuable client,

Thank you for the opportunity to introduce our self. MARY has adopted « Good Innovation » As the 
message that best embodies our corporate philosophy .  By « innovation » we are not talking about just 
technological innovation . We mean reforming our services and business models to create new,  socially 
significant value , and drawing on new ideas that give form to our client vision , helping create a brighter, 
happier future for our customers and society.

We create that, by gathering the three sources of our strength which are : ideas that reach beyond the 
imaginable, technology that crosss the bounds of possibilities, and entrepreneurship that surpasses the  
expected. We believe that MARY continue to be aware of the changes occurring in society, corporations 
and consumer needs. As a group that provides effective solutions for a divers range o issues, We will 
accurately grasp consumer values and behavior patterns, and further hone our ability to drive insights, or 
marketing intelligence, that will contribute to solutions to the issues acting our clients.

The knowledge and expertise of each and every one of our company members give us great leverage. 
Moreover, in addition to this diverse array of expertise, a valuable asset common to all MARY employees 
is creativity, or the ability to produce ideas.
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About MARY
We work together for creative ideas



Who we are

We specialize in creating custom solutions to communicate your brand, cater to your target audience and 
achieve your business objectives. Our work are professional and intuitive, yet simple and clean.

Consumers determine trust, credibility and value within 10 seconds. The initial impression for your brand 
and media appearance is essential. Custom marketing solutions takes time, creativity, careful research and 
planning. Our expert employees will customize every element of your media tools to impress, inform and 
interact with consumers in order to turn them into long-term customers.

MARY is a product of the diverse backgrounds and extensive experiences of our team and we are naturally 
influenced by a wide variety of both traditional and modern cultures and trends.

Our in-house staff has hands-on experience in design, art, web development, advertising and communication 
solutions. MARY offers full-service solutions for big and small projects alike.
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MARY Team
We focus on quality, innovation and speed



Our Team

We’re leaders in the design because it’s our job. We’ are leaders because it’s our passion. Our varied 
backgrounds and interests give us a broad perspective and creative chemistry that we bring to every 
project.

At MARY our passion is to deepen the connection between people and brands. We are proud of the work 
we deliver to our clients, but most importantly, we are proud of the people who create it. At MARY, the 
expertise and energy of our associates is the fuel for our innovation engine. Working together with proven 
processes, unmatched creativity and industry knowledge, we provide our clients with uniqueness.

MARY commitment to diversity starts with our most valued asset – our employees. MARY employees are 
encouraged to bring their ideas, experiences and perspectives, gleaned from their varied backgrounds, to 
the workplace. We strive to create an environment in which all employees can contribute to their fullest 
potential.

As a MARY associate, a positive attitude and an aspiration to the best activate the Power burning in us. 
We experience the achievement and sense of accomplishment that comes from truly enjoying what we do. 
Here at MARY we find a place where our coworkers are our allies, advocates and adopted family.
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Our Services



Get To Know Us Better! 
We help you to bring the world closer



Web Solution
Providing one solution for all your business needs!



Web Solution

Welcome to a world out of this world, a world of web! Where we master the skills of providing  web 
solution to many and many to come, with an experience of dealing with website projects from government 
organization, corporate sectors and small-medium business units.

Our approach to building web solution is to tackle your website project not from a design, coding, search 
Engine Optimization or web marketing angle, but from all of these at once, offering efficiency and swift 
Turnover, services that will grab attention, and with our technology-savvy experts we deliver world-class 
quality in:

- Website design
- Website development
- Microsoft development
- Content management

- Web Systems development 
- Portal development
- Industry vertical solutions
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SEO
To be first in the Internet



Search Engine Optimization

It is no secret that the best way to build a successful business is to maximize your exposure. In order to 
take advantages of the products or services your company provides, they need to be able to find it. This is 
the purpose of advertising; to get your business noticed above all others.

Our search engine Optimization  services aims to build your visibility, and help you gain more customers 
and a higher reputation. Today we are fortunate enough to utilize the internet and SEO to assist business 
in finding their full potential.

The great thing about the internet is its capacity to reach millions of potential customers at a given time. 
This trumps other advertising mediums as they are unable to achieve this same scope with the same 
amount of time and ease. Our SEO services have become increasingly important with the rise of internet 
searches in general and on multiple devices such as smart phones and tablets.
Here at MARY we go that extra mile compared to other companies to help your business reach its full 
potential.

- SEO strategy and planning
- Keyword search
- Link building
- Reporting & Analytics

- Site & Competitor analysis
- SEO location
- SEO compliance
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Mobile Application
In the reach of every hand



Mobile Application

Today›s high-powered consumers make decisions on the go, which means mobile devices have become 
portable offices and points of sale in their hands. Your brand simply cannot avoid having an application, 
specifically one which compliments your business vision.

MARY offers a full suite of mobile products and services, developed to the most stringent technical standards, 
and uncompromising attention to detail. Whether you›re looking for a one-off, turn-key or enterprise 
solution, MARY experienced staff of engineers, graphic designers, creative and strategic personnel, will 
help you achieve your vision

MARY designs for the most prolific mobile platforms, we focus on putting your brand into the hands and on 
the handsets of your audience, to ensure that your message hits its mark.

Our mobile app development process includes not only the design and development of award-winning 
apps, but also a consultative front-end, and a back-end of maintenance and support. MARY›s reliable 
hosting service offers our clients the flexibility of having us manage their data for content-heavy apps

- IPhone development
- Mobile web design
- Andriod development 
- Facebook app development
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Web Application
Build your website, with the state of the art techniques



Web Application

MARY is a full service web application development services company focused on building word class web 
solutions using the latest technology trends.

Gone are the days when traditional system were used for doing business, web applications development 
can make the web portal more alluring and attractive. The well qualified experts at MARY create world 
class web application development solution for the esteemed clientele.

Our efficient team amalgamates the rich internet applications with the needs of our customers. Using 
our state-of-the-art custom web application development services will enable you to reach out to the 
customers across the globe in the personalized way.

We are experienced in developing advanced systems with complex business logic dealing with large  amounts 
of data and transactions . We are able to supply you with an innovative, trustworthy web application 
solution to complement your business  ideas.
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Hosting & Domain Services
Share your Special world



Domain & Hosting  Services

MARY Domain and hosting services include powerful features and tools to help you build and define your 
website, FTP accounts, popular programming  languages, blogging, and %99.99 uptime guarantee.

We provide world-class web hosting backed by state of the art secure data center facilities. With the option 
to choose from number of domain and hosting packages you are sure to find the perfect plan to meet your 
needs. Our full-featured web hosting packages are available for different type of users and include large 
amounts of disk space, unlimited data transfer and high capacity email storage.

Our affordable web hosting plans are equipped with high tec operating system installed on the server. 
We work hard to maintain and provide frequent updates which are with advantageous to our clients. Our 
servers. Operating system is not only reliable but allows us to provide you with a true affordable, high 
quality hosting solution that won›t break your budget.

We have number of employees  working 24/7 to provide you superior around the clock support. We are 
the perfect choice whether you are looking for business, personal, or even fortune 500 hosting

- Reliable Uptime
- Numerous Open Source Applications
- Site Restore Automatic Backup
- Extensive Program Language Support
- Search for a Domain name service

- Transfer to network solution
- Domain expiration protection
- Private domain registration
- Website forwarding
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Branding & Identity
Maintain Your Image



Branding & Identity Services
MARY ignites organizations through complete research and brand strategy , breakthrough creative, and 
comprehensive digital and traditional capabilities, all aimed at intelligently reaching your customers at 
their ideal point of influence. We plan, create, manage and measure your complete brand and marketing 
ecosystem, turning prospects into customers, customers into believers,

In order to create success, you must create more than a brand. You must create a movement. And that 
movement must be created, fed, monitored, and measured. The full brand experience is not simply a look 
and feel. It is a clear, memorable impression based on the ongoing interactions of your customers that 
resides deep within their minds. We exist to define, nurture, and build these experiences. We are strategists, 
understanding your goals and your audiences, bringing fresh insight to your unique situation.

We are realists, who believe that building a brand is only as important as how it is shared with the word. We 
are designers, art directors , and writers, who express brands in fresh, highly-creative, and award-winning 
ways. We are technologists, on the forefront of  what›s possible in order to give you what›s appropriate. And 
we are managers, helping make certain the relationship is among the best you›ve ever experienced. We are 
MARY. And we exist to help your brand burn bright and spread with wild enthusiasm

- Research and Surveys 
- Naming / nomenclature 
- Environmental / Tradeshow design
- Ongoing analytics, reporting, & evolution

- Brand positioning 
- Identity design
- Brand community building
- Media planning / placement
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Creative Designing & Printing
We decorate your space



Creative Designing & Printing

Having emerged from years of experience, MARY is a one-stop service provider offering a full range of print 
services and customized solutions to a divers set of clients  across all business segments. We offer the best 
services in printing, per press, finishing and binding using state-of-the- art technology & solutions.

We at MARY believe in creating value to our customers. We have an Efficient, committed and motivated 
team, trained in-house to proficiently handle the latest and best technology . It has pioneered several new 
and innovative print techniques and has acquired a reputation in successfully delivering new and challenging 
assignments of a very high standard in a time bound manner.

We understand the customer›s requirements fully, collaborate with the customer and optimize the 
specifications of the print project-be it size, paper selection, etc so as to optimize the cost and still produce 
best-in class product. MARY long-standing professionalism, loyalty, and understanding of their needs, are 
the prominent aspects of its commitment to its clientele.

- Creative Designing
- Offset Printing 
- Digital Printing 

- Design & Prepress
- Silk Screen Printing
- Binding & Finishing
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 Photography & Media Buying
Photos that speaks a story



Photography & Media Buying

A picture of your products and services are more than just a moment in time. Any photographer can take a 
pleasing image, but our photographic team uses there cameras to tell a story. Their unique perspective and 
eye for the creativity, captures more than just these moments, but the story of your business. images that 
your clients and customers will keep and remember forever.

With our wide network of professional photographers and our leading photo services platform, MARY is 
well positioned to serve all your photography needs. Our advanced technology allows us to cost-effectively 
integrate high-impact photo marketing activities into every engagement we do.

Start to finish, from providing photographers and setting up branded photo websites to delivering great 
products and final reporting we take care of it all.
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whether you are operating a fan photography program,attending a convention, organizing a race.sponsoring 
a festival or introduction for a new product or service. a well-structured photo program from MARY will help 
you get the most from your efforts and make it a fun, memorable and hassle-free experience for you and 
your clients. 



Packaging Design Services
Creative and Customized art for your business



Packaging Design Services

More and more we are finding that customers are coming to us with packaging design and structure issues 
that are drastically decreasing their profits and return rate percentages. When your packaging layout 
jeopardizes your product, it also jeopardizes your customer›s brand loyalty to you.

We understand that the heart and soul of any business is the product. If your product is being delivered in 
the wrong package style or look, it directly affects a customers experience on what your brand represents.

MARY provides customers top-of-the-line solutions when it comes to their custom designed packaging and 
printing needs. Our teams will not only work with you to ensure your package is the best possible fit for 
you, but they will also analyze your current packaging to evaluate the cost effectiveness,  package stability, 
functionality and performance .

Our package inspection and testing process is extremely thorough, taking into account not only the 
functionality of your package, the beauty of the design and how seducing to the eye it is, but how it will 
need to meet your company budget as well as accommodate your product.

- Current Packaging Analysis
- Structure Design
- Ink matching

- Custom packaging
- Graphic Design
- Print Plate Making
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www.mary4tech.com

info@mary4tech.com

mary4tech@gmail.com

00963 969939673
00963 993142960

Syria. Lebanon.

Germany. Nigeria.

00961 71295616

00417 88860326 00234 9057999992

Contact Us


